Decentralised energy is
our future.
And empowered energy consumers will get us there.

An industry discussion paper
v2.0 (September 2019)
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We invite you to join the
conversation
The energy industry needs the digital transformation that’s
taking place
The energy industry needs the digital transformation that’s
taking place. It’s been well over 100 years since the ‘war of the
currents’ where Edison and Tesla argued the pros and cons of
their respective technologies. This very public debate ultimately
shaped the energy supply model which we’re still working
with today. But this model is now being challenged by the shift
and adoption of renewable energy options. And there’s a new
conversation to be had.
Our electricity generation and distribution networks are
under strain; from the inefficiency of ageing infrastructure,
the unpredictable nature of renewable generation and from
growing global adoption of energy storage. These decentralised
generation and storage assets are challenging our 100-year-old
principles of generation and distribution.
While the uptake of the distributed energy resources (DER)
should be applauded and encouraged, this inflow of renewable
power is putting our existing systems under such strain that - if
we don’t find a new way of doing things - there will be a point at
which our grid will collapse.

The industry acknowledges that a transformation is necessary,
and that renewable energy is the future, but it faces many
uncertainties, including: What does the change mean for current
industry participants? How do we integrate renewables into
ageing infrastructure without breaking it? And who’s going to
pick up the tab?
In this discussion paper we present our view of the energy
market and propose that, to meet our energy goals, we need
to focus on creating empowered energy consumers who are in
control of their energy ecosystems. It is only then that we can
leverage distributed energy resources as our primary sources
of power, treat the grid as the energy ‘highway’ and fossil-fuel
power plants as backup until we no longer need them.
But this transformation requires a coordinated effort and input
from all participants in the energy value chain. As such, we invite
you to join the conversation.
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Challenges at hand
Today’s energy industry
1. The rise of consumers as energy generators
At a macro level, not much has changed since Nikola Tesla’s victory
in the ‘war of the currents’. Alternating current (AC) energy is still
centrally generated, mostly by large fossil-fuel power plants, and
transported over 100’s of kilometres to power homes, businesses
and infrastructure.
This model is being challenged by the adoption of renewable
power, particularly the growth in residential and commercial solar
installations. Homes and businesses, traditionally just consumers of
energy, are now becoming energy generators. They are interacting
with and affecting both the supply and demand sides of the grid.
Many are also investing in energy storage, increasing market
blindness for grid regulators.
Not only are solar powered homes and businesses decreasing their
reliance on the grid, they are also feeding energy back into it. This
is challenging the grid’s ageing infrastructure, the economics of
the energy supply model and the traditional roles of key industry
players, generators, distributors and retailers.

What’s emerging is a decentralised model where energy is produced
near to where it’s consumed. Sound familiar? Edison’s DC based
system of power distribution foreshadowed generation in close
proximity to consumption. We now have the means to do this
without the noisy “Jumbo” dynamos which posed a challenge 100
years ago and, what’s more, we also have the means to share the
energy being produced.

What we’re lacking is clarity on how to
execute the shift from a centralised energy
model to a decentralised one. It’s a ‘change
management’ challenge of global proportions,
which requires close cooperation from all the
players in the energy value chain.
What’s your view? Tell us in our LinkedIn discussion group.
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2. What we should be collectively working
towards
Despite the uncertainty of how we’ll get there or what it means for
each of us in the industry, a few common themes emerge when we
describe the desired future state of the energy landscape. To us, at
carbonTRACK, it looks something like this:

Energy users optimise the sun
• Homes and businesses optimise the
sun’s free energy, thereby drastically
reducing their reliance on the grid.
Their ‘excess’ power is reduced and
made available for energy sharing or
trading.

Fossil-fuels as backup
• Fossil-fuel powered plants serve as
‘backup’ to renewable power until we
no longer have the need for them.

‘The grid’ is the ‘highway’
• Our existing ‘poles and wires’ are a
means by which locally produced solar
power, or centrally produced renewable
power, is shared amongst communities.

Critics would say that a decentralised energy model is inefficient,
and we’d be better off investing in large renewable power plants. But
this leaves us highly reliant on high-tension power transmission over
long distances which comes with its own set of problems.
Cynics would say that the above scenario is too ambitious or perhaps
too futuristic to take seriously. The fact is however, that we have the
technology available today to make this a reality. What’s required is a
clear vision and a coordinated approach to making it happen.

Why Blockchain is NOT
the answer.
Blockchain is often touted as a solution to some
of the most pressing challenges facing the
energy industry. But ultimately it’s just a means
of transacting, with cryptocurrency a means of
processing payments and rewards as part of this
process.
We first need to solve the energy supply and
demand challenges discussed here, then we
can look at ways of executing transactions.
Cryptocurrency might be a currency that we end
up using, but it is likely to be one of many as
communities start gamifying energy behaviour.

Local generation and consumption
• Energy is consumed locally and shared
by communities that produce it. This
might include residents of an apartment
building, neighbours in a suburban
housing estate, a group of businesses
in a commercial estate or broader
communities supported by state and/or
utility run virtual power plants.

What’s your view? Tell us in our LinkedIn discussion group.

Energy is shared fairly
• Remote or disadvantaged communities
can access low cost, clean power, often
for the first time. They’re also equipped
with the tools to trade their locally
produced energy.
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3. The current renewables pathway is
unsustainable
Technology advancements, falling prices and the desire for a better
way are fuelling the growth in renewable energy uptake around
the world. The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
estimates that renewable energy now accounts for a third of the
global power capacity1, with growth across all regions of the world.
While the IRENA figures are encouraging, what we don’t have
clarity on is how much of our renewable generation capacity is
being wasted. The global reliance on fossil fuels has not decreased
in line with these figures.
The challenge is multi-faceted. Renewable power is more
unpredictable in nature and harder to scale up and down in
line with demand; when it’s centrally produced, it still suffers
from transport inefficiencies; and most homes and businesses
generating solar locally don’t have the tools to maximise selfconsumption, storage or energy sharing.
To compound the problem, the infrastructure we rely on to handle
the transmission of all sources of electricity is under strain.
Previously used to only transport coal-produced electricity, the
same infrastructure is now handling the influx of less predictable
solar and other renewable energy sources.
To manage grid instability, regulators around the globe limit
or prevent export of excess solar energy back into the grid.
Unfortunately, not all local generators (homes and businesses)
have the tools to optimise the solar they produce, and often this
energy is wasted.

In other words, our renewable energy
capacity is already significant and growing

Why Artificial
Intelligence is NOT
the answer.
The term Artificial Intelligence can be
misleading. Machines are not capable of
creating an entire new energy model for us
and yet, this is exactly what we need.
A new model will only be effective if it caters
to the micro market dynamics at play.
• What do consumers really want?
• How do they interact with energy today?
• What trends are we seeing for the future?
• How will emerging technology really
change things?
• Where is the value being created?
It’s only us, as industry players, that can
answer these questions through close
cooperation. Once we have clarity, we can
feed the answers back up to the machines to
help streamline some of the processes. And
the machines will help us through Acquired
– not artificial – Intelligence.

every year, but much of it is going to waste.
Meanwhile, we keep burning coal and other fossil fuels to meet
demand and our existing systems are close to breaking point
because they are not flexible enough to support the transition to
renewables.
Clearly, we need a better way.

1

https://www.irena.org/newsroom/pressreleases/2019/Apr/Renewable-Energy-Now-Accounts-for-a-Third-of-Global-Power-Capacity
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Solution
A coordinated response model
1. We need to create empowered energy
consumers
The renewable energy growth figures – particularly growth in
distributed PV solar - are encouraging and convincing2. And with
every new residential or commercial solar installation, a new energy
generator is entering the market and the building blocks for our
decentralised energy future are stacking up.
Decentralised energy is our future and we need to actively start
building towards this.

Our view is that we’ll be able to collectively answer these questions
once we stop viewing locally produced power as backup power to
our straining grid and flip the conversation.

We need to start creating empowered energy
consumers who can seamlessly control and
optimise their energy ecosystems - including
their solar and various equipment and
appliances.

In doing so, the following questions come to mind:
• What regulation is required to support this transition?
• Who controls and coordinates the energy sharing process?
• What does this mean for all the key participants in the energy
value chain?

2

https://www.iea.org/renewables2018/power/

Because it is only then that we can leverage distributed energy
resources as our primary sources of power and treat the grid as the
energy ‘highway’ for energy sharing, with coal burning generators
becoming backup until we no longer need them.
More critically, we need a grassroots approach where the
industry works together to answer these questions, demonstrate
the working models and help guide the policy development.
Here are some of our insights.
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2. A coordinated response model
The success of our decentralised energy future hinges on a coordinated response model where energy supply and demand are
seamlessly managed in micro grids, embedded networks and virtual power plants. And this model can only be effective if the
participants at the start of the chain - energy consumers - have the right tools to optimise the value of their distributed energy
resources. Here is an overview:
• Energy users / local generators: Homes and businesses
with solar power can see the energy they use and
produce and control their energy ecosystems to make
the most of the sun’s free energy.
»»With the right tools, they can determine how much
energy they need and how to best use it, taking into
consideration their usage needs, how much solar they
generate and the best time and rate to ‘top up’ from the
grid if they need to.
»»They can then decide how to best manage any excess so
that others may also benefit. This can be a mix of storing
energy for later use, exporting it and sharing/ trading on
peer-to-peer or centrally coordinated networks.

• Energy ‘supply managers’: System coordinators at
micro-grid or other network level, can see and predict
energy being used and produced, control loads and
access excess power.
»»They can use these insights, coupled with weather
and seasonal considerations, to easily determine the
energy excess or shortfall and plan accordingly.
»»Using advanced control tools, they can predict energy
demand peaks and displace non-essential loads or
direct excess power into their network. For example,
by temporarily switching off connected pool pumps or
discharging available batteries.
»»They also have a role to play in coordinating peer-topeer energy sharing amongst network participants
and facilitating the reward mechanisms for various
demand management scheme participants.

3. Our hypothesis: A new energy value chain.
A decentralised energy model means changing the existing energy value chain, not making current players redundant.

This restructure creates new roles, new responsibilities and new opportunities.
To help facilitate discussion, below is our hypothesis on how the transition to a robust decentralised energy model may play out and
what this means for each of the key market participants.
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Please note the emergence of new roles and opportunities.
Function / performed by

Now: centralised model

Future: a robust decentralised model

Local energy consumption / generation
• Home owners /occupiers
• Business leaders

• Heavy reliance on grid
• Solar helps reduce bills
• Little visibility & control of energy used and
produced
• Most are not equipped to optimise solar
and battery ROI

• Self-generated solar covers majority of
power needs
• Reduced reliance on the grid
• Visibility and control mechanisms support
solar and battery returns
• Active participants in energy sharing
initiatives

Provide access to solar power
• Solar companies
• Energy retailers

• Dominant business model is based on oneoff installations
• Top players beginning the journey to
‘trusted energy advisor’
• Emergence of purchase power agreements
(PPAs) and solar-as-a-service models

• Recognised as a trusted energy partners,
offering ongoing services and advice on
energy-saving initiatives
• Equipped with tools to remotely manage
installed solar fleet and facilitate energy
sharing initiatives
• May take on new aggregator roles (see
below)

Distribute energy to homes and businesses

• Profits generated by selling grid energy greater consumption equals greater profits
• Many exploring alternative models,
including solar sales, PPAs and ongoing
service arrangements

• Shift of focus to renewable power; managing
locally produced solar within networks and
centrally produced renewable power
• Will facilitate energy sharing within those
networks
• Solar sales and services key contributors to
the bottom line
• May take on new roles such as valuers and
monetisers (see below)

• Manage ageing grid infrastructure to
support long-distance energy transport
• Regulating to limit influx of solar for fear of
grid collapse
• Protect the coal economy
• Encourage solar and battery investment
through rebates
• In state of confusion, unsure who will take
a leadership role

• Invest in grid infrastructure to support
delivery of backup power and sharing of
locally produced energy
• Retire coal power plants to become backup
only
• Create a new renewable economy

NOW
• Mostly traditional energy retailers/
distributors
FUTURE
• Solar companies offering alternative
purchasing models
• Traditional energy retailer / distributors
Regulate
• Government departments

Aggregate

• Emerging solar network managers will have
access to the excess solar power within their
networks and manage transactions within or
outside these networks – including energy
trading on the network’s behalf

New role:
Emerging solar network managers, eg. solar
companies or energy retailers
Value / Monetise

• Any market must have a value determining
mechanisms that factor in cost of delivery
and supply and demand.
• This critical function will ensure users,
generators and infrastructure managers are
adequately compensated
• A role likely performed by energy
distributors or other network managers

New role:
Possibly energy distributors or other emerging
network managers

Coordinate
New role:
Technologies with coordinated response
capability

• carbonTRACK’s intelligent energy platform
is one of the few technologies available
today that can connect key participants
in the energy value chain and bring these
scenarios to life.

• Technology will coordinate and support the
new energy value chain.
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4. In summary: we need to start from the
ground up
Any big goal or significant change is daunting, particularly when
the change is on a global scale and where there are many and
varied stakeholders. This too is the case for the transformation
of the energy market and energy economics model.
Harnessing distributed energy resources to create an effective
decentralised energy model in every nation around the world
will take time and is challenge of massive proportions; but
change is taking place whether we like it or not.
Faced with these changes, the industry has a choice. We can
choose to be passive in our decision making or hold on to
existing business models that may not be moving us forward
quickly enough. Or we can take the active route.

This means working together to develop
a fresh model of what the future looks like
and create a blueprint of how we get there
and what it means for all of us.
In the absence of this, the decisions that we make will be entirely
reactive, and this rarely leads to the best possible outcome.
We need to start by changing the conversation with the end in
mind – a future where solar powered homes and businesses are
enpowered to use most of the energy they produce and to share
the excess with others in their networks, and where the grid
facilitates this exchange and acts as backup.
Because it’s only when we agree on a common vision of what
the future looks like, that we can move towards it as an industry.

Setting the right
foundations.
Our policy wish-list.
We’ve set our vision for a decentralised energy future
and while we believe that the marketplace will lead
the transition, sound policy decisions will speed up
the process. Below is our policy wish-list to help the
industry head in the right direction. What’s on your list?
• We need to support investment in solar, storage
and the right management tools > Policy should
support ongoing solar and storage subsidies to
encourage ongoing investment.
• Energy users and energy supply managers need
greater control > Policy should mandate an energy
management system with every solar installation.
This will help provide both sides with greater
control, help minimise wastage and facilitate
energy sharing.
• We need to facilitate seamless integration >
Policy should dictate that every inverter is Sun
Spec compatible and encourage the development
of technology agnostic solutions.
• We need to normalise distributed energy sources
> Policy should allow energy providers to establish
and distribute through local networks.

Join the conversation.
The purpose of this paper is to generate industry discussion. Whether you’re an industry veteran, a new industry
player or an active consumer, we’d love to hear your thoughts. Do you agree with our vision for the future? Did we
miss something important? What’s your wish list for the future?
Join the conversation in our LinkedIn discussion group or contact us directly.

Share your view
https://www. linkedin.com/ groups/10479 012
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About carbonTRACK.
At carbonTRACK we’re helping to enable a decentralised energy future. Our patented intelligent energy
management platform lets energy users and energy providers monitor, control, automate and share energy.
With carbonTRACK, homeowners and business leaders can seamlessly control their energy ecosystems or let
the platform’s powerful Acquired Intelligence engine automate the process. carbonTRACK also acts as a central
energy control hub, enabling Virtual Power Plants and other demand response initiatives.
The carbonTRACK solution is technology agnostic and operates on a proprietary, low cost and highly secure data
communications protocol.
Visit carbontrack.com.au for more information.
carbontrack.com.au

info@ carbontrack.com.au

1300 288 648
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